**INSTALLATION**

1. Open a hole of 150 mmØ (5-7/8") in the ceiling.
2. Hook the speaker at one side to a spring of holder, and connect wires.
3. Hook the other side of the speaker, by pulling spring, and locate the speaker in the center of the hole.

*Flush-mounting to ceiling, using NBM square frame;*
1. Open a hole of 150 mmØ (5-7/8") in the ceiling.
2. Attach the square frame to the speaker from the back.
3. Hook the speaker at one side to a spring of holder, and connect wires.
4. Hook the other side of the speaker, by pulling spring, and locate the speaker in the center of the hole.

**WIRING**

**(1) NB-L sub station, with call button:**

- **(2) When corridor lamp is installed:**
  - Connect wires on the connector (female) and attach to the male connector.
  - When corridor lamp is installed, cut off green wire.

*Colour codes*
- **BLU** : Blue
- **GRN** : Green
- **BLK** : Black
- **RED** : Red
- **ORG** : Orange
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